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Description

Type

Department

Price

Stock

BMW 1000 Dakar 1985. COLOR
INSTRUCTION SHEET - RUBBER
AND CHROMED PARTS - SCREWS,
SPRINGS AND RUBBER TUBES

Motorbike kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£59.99

2

Catalogue

£24.99

12

Catalogue

£59.99

2

Catalogue

£49.99

4

During the 1980s â€˜Paris-Dakarâ€™
was one of the most important events
for all fans of two and four wheels. In
the mid-80s the German manufacturer
BMW created a special series of the
famous R80 GS motorcycle dedicated
to this prestigious â€˜off-roadâ€™
competition. Beginning with the
chassis of the standard version which
was ...
German Infantryman (WWII) (Ex Esci) Motorbike kits
(injection)
YAMAHA TENEREâ€™ 660 cc 1986 Motorbike kits
The Yamaha XT was a reference point (injection)
for the motorcycle production of the
â€˜80s. The Japanese
motorbike, characterized by its off-road
and â€œenduro" design, was
produced in several versions
featuring different chassis solutions
and different engines. Among the
range, one of the most
famous versions was the XT 600
TenerÃ©, equipped with the most
powerful single cylinder engine
available. From its rel...
Vespa 125 Primavera Chromed parts - Motorbike kits
Colour Instuctions sheet
(injection)
Vespa is an icon of design and style of
the "made in Italy" and a real myth on
two wheels. The first Vespa was born
in the second post-war period, in 1946,
and was immediately characterized by
simple and elegant lines, and by a
practical, functional and reliable project
developed around the famous steel
body-frame. The effective mix of
design and functionality was...
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Zundapp KS 750 with Sidecar
Motorbike kits
(Figure not included) SUPER DECALS (injection)
FOR 3 VERSIONS - COLOR
INSTRUCTIONS SHEET
The motorcycle and sidecar Zundapp
KS 750 was widely used during the
Second World War by the German
army on numerous battlefronts. The
development, based on a specific OKH
need, was set up in 1937 and rnade by
Zundapp and BMW. Thanks to the 751
cc boxer twin-cylinder engine capable
of delivering 26 HP, the KS 750 could
...
Kdf.1 Typ 82 KÃ¼belwagen Typ 82
Kubelwagen is one of the most famous
military cars of the Second World War.
It was designed by the engineer
Ferdinand Porsche and produced by
the German manufacturer
Volkswagen. The project was born to
have a simple vehicle, easy to build
and easy to maintain and repair. The
overall vehicle design is without bends
and the bodywork plates are flat. Great
simplicity even in the layout of the
frame ...
Norton Commando 750 In 1967, in
order to relaunch the sales on a rapidly
changed two wheelers market, the
Norton Motorcycle
Company introduced its new
motorcycle: the Norton Commando.
The Commando adopted a parallel
twincylinder 750cc engine with two
valves per cylinder. Compared to the
previous British engines it was
characterized by the higher
displacement and the tilted forward
cylinders. The use of the Isolastic
antivibr...

Catalogue

£64.99

3

Motorbike kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£99.99

1

Motorbike kits
(injection)

Catalogue

£69.99

3
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NSU HK 101 Kettenkrad Working
suspensions - Openable lids - Higly
detailed engine - Higly deteiled decals
sheet Running tracks - Tool set

Motorbike kits
(injection)

At the beginning, Sd.Kfz 2
â€œKettenkrad", was developed as
light means of transport for airborne
troops. It was a small vehicle with the
front similar to a motorcycle,
characterized by its handlebars and its
central wheel and by a rear designed
to feature a 6 wheels tracked structure.
T...
BMW R75 Motorcycle with Sidecar
Motorbike kits
(injection)
Norton Manx
Motorbike kits
(injection)
MV Agusta 500 '4 Cilindri' 1964 World Motorbike kits
CXhampion from 1962 to 1965 Mike
(injection)
Hailwood
Triumph 3HW
Motorbike kits
(injection)
Harley Davidson WLA 750 U.S. Army Motorbike kits
WWII
(injection)

Catalogue

£79.99

4

Catalogue

£57.99

7

Catalogue

£55.99

0

Catalogue

£45.99

3

Catalogue

£39.99

6

Catalogue

£41.99

5+

